Virginia Gardens Town Hall Playground
Virginia Gardens, FL
ST251
February 24, 2009

Raul Martinez
Easy Grass, LLC
14181 SW 142nd Court
Miami, FL 33186

Dear Raul:

I am writing to thank you and your crew for a timely installation of the synthetic play surface for our new Village playground. Honestly speaking, after watching the children play on it and interacting with parents, the new playground with Easy Grass SofGrass synthetic surface may turn out to be the most popular of our many ongoing renovation projects.

I was also as impressed with your company’s professionalism, from presentation to delivery and all communications throughout. It is always rewarding when a company does what they say, on time and with quality that exceeds expectation.

On behalf of the Village Council and our youngest Village residents and their parents who now can enjoy a new, safe and clean playground to play; thank you. The Village of Virginia Gardens has made a wise investment.

Sincerely,

Fred S. Deno IV
Mayor